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At left: ACTUAL COLOR PHOTOGRAPH. James Callis, North
Carolina farmer. shows Miss

Agnes Williams—from a
near-by farm—a tobacco
plant in flower, from the fine

erop he has raised by U. S.
Government methods.

Copynght 1940,

new ideas helped make
tobacco better than ever
..and Luckies bought the top-notch grades!”
says Luther Herring, 12 years a buyer!
Q. “You say Uncle Sam helped tobacco farmers?”
MR. HERRING: “Yes. Even though crops vary with
weather, U.S. Government methods have made tobacco better than ever during the past few years.”

Q. “And Luckies get this better tobacco?”
MR. H:“Luckies buy the finer grades, and always did.”

Q. “That’s a strong statement.”
MR. H: “Well, I see first hand that they buy the
prettier lots of tobacco. That’s why Luckies are the
2-to-1 favorite with independent tobacco men. And
that’s why [’ve smoked them myself for 2] years.”
Try Luckies fora week. You'll find they're easy on your
throat—because the “Toasting” process
takes out certain harsh throat irritants found
in all tobacco. You'll also find out why—
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Just to show you what the
younger generation can do when it
gets right down to the writing
business, list’? to the lay of a lady
minstrel. Quoth Muriel the Glander
with the greatest of candor...
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Francis Grisez

Though we may be small and
freckled
We are tired of being heckle
By a so-called author, etc.
II
Words convey no rhyme nor reason
All his jokes are out of reason, etc.
Could his cranium need repaving,
etc?
Better still, girls, we’ll ignore the
brute instead.

Though heartless censorship has
deleted much of “Mike’s” masterpiece, it is still plainly evident that
the poem will rank among the
deathless literature of all time.
But look, girls, if you are going
to ignore that horrible person
(whoever he is) why is it that in
October two of you wrote, in November

four,

in

December

four,

and now in January nine are listed
as authoresses. Bless your hearts!
Ignore him some more, won’t you?
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Onward To Where?
@ By Kart F. ScurerBer
In this very thought-provoking article the
writer studies the causes of unrest in the
world today and suggests a remedy. It is a
very timely and interesting contribution.

I: requires but the simplest of observations to
recognize that the world today is passing through
a crisis. The symphony of civilization is dominated by

principles long unchallenged. What we are witnessing
today is the erosion of these foundations.”*1.

a wild, discordant motif which rises fiercely above its
former harmony to engulf and sweep us along in its

What is the case-histody of this malady with which
we are afhicted? Why do we seem to be moving ever
closer to chaos?

passion. Its internal theme is struggle. Its external expression is a perennial conflict between Labor and
Capital, now intensified to their mutual disadvantage.
Further contributing to the tumult is an economic
order which satisfies a minority and embitters the

It is not an easy question to answer. A surprisingly
large number of philosophers have come to the conclusion that it is due to the deficiencies of our civilization—that our race has run its course and now lies

majority. The dissonance is increased by the clash of

exhausted. Dr. Albert Einstein, for example, assumes

opposing political systems whose vitality is proportional
to the effectiveness of their attack upon opposing
ideologies. Right now we are being treated to a mighty
crescendo as international anarchy reigns and the
thunder of cannon drowns out all minor struggles.

much this defeatist attitude when he states*2:

In this dizzy flight our self-appointed leaders have

“. . . it becomes apparent that this generation lacks
the strength and force which enabled previous generations to win in painful struggle and at great sacrifice the
political and individual freedom of man.” This school
of thought reminds us that we have no biological assur-

long ago abandoned a score and to all appearances are
now engaged in a contest to see which can berate the
most of our formerly cherished faiths. No creed, custom or institution is above attack or criticism. The

ance that man is headed toward an improvement, and
that it may well be that this jewel of reason which we
have cultivated so assiduously may be detrimental rather
than beneficial to our survival.

effect of all this upon us, the listeners, is to produce a

state of confusion and bewilderment relieved only by
precipitate action.

Another group, which includes the majority of our
thinkers, asserts that our present plight is due to the

Harold J. Laski, in common. with contemporary

obsolete and decadent character of traditional moral,
political, and economic forms. It maintains that we

philosophers, visualizes our state of affairs as follows:

can regain our equilibrium by attacking the old order

“Ours is one of those ages in which the basis of
institutions has been called into jeopardy. War and

revolution haunt its margins. Practically all traditional
values have been called into question. In morals, in

and supplanting it with a new system born of the union
of democracy and Science.

politics, in religion, in matters of social and economic

*1 “Dare We Look Ahead.”
*2 “I Believe, The Personal Philosophies of Certain
Eminent Men and Women of Our Time,” 1939, edited by

constitution there is a direct and decisive assault upon

C. Fadiman.
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From this new master, they tell us, we receive the

Thus in the period of transition, in the dark period

power and the mandate to empty the traditional

between the old and the new, when the former has
been rejected and the latter has not yet been fully
formulated or accepted, everything is unsettled.

forms of their meaning, and embrace a_ naturalistic
philosophy in its place. Salvation lies in the negation
of previously accepted laws for the conduct of man and
acceptance of a mechanistic interpretation. By an incongruous alliance of the two most dynamic movements of this age, we are to achieve the millenium.

Morality is to be derived from neo-psychology; economics from Socialism, etc.

But far from reaching that visionary state, I believe
it is just this revolutionary movement, which is coming
more and more to typify the spirit of the twentieth
century, that has brought about a large part of our
present difficulties. This transition is inevitable, it seems

to me, but nevertheless responsible.

This is unfortunate because man needs basic certainties or unchallenged assumptions to guide him in

his conduct. They buoy him up, sustain him and act
as guide-posts without which all would be anarchy.
Whether these principles of another age which formerly guided men be valid or’invalid in the light of our
present “styles” is inconsequential. The important fact
is that they were believed in implicitly, and taken as
much for granted as the laws of Nature herself. They
afforded security, made skepticism ridiculous and ordained the contemporary order with sufficient prestige
and authority to ensure its continued existence and
respect.

Its results are everywhere about us. Few doubt that
modern civilization and its teachings has effectively
shattered many of our ancient firmaments of faith.

It has caused established polities to crumble because
they did not happen to fit in with the latest intellectual
fads. ‘To complete the re-shuffling, unprecedented industrial development has necessitated the entire re-

construction of the economic set-up. In short, the old
world, with its canons of respectability, virtue, distribution, social relationship, etc., etc., is weakening under

the pressure of a new way of life. It is just this conflict

between the old and the new, when the average man
cannot be certain of the ground he stands on and a
nation is safe only within the arc of its sword, that
produces the characteristic tension of this decade.

The most important result of all this is that
modern man has been deprived of his most essential

need—a sound, accepted philosophy of life—for it is
tragic but true that the acids of modernity, as Walter
Lippman calls them, *3 have eaten away much of
society’s foundation, but have done nothing to replace
them.

Robert S. Lynd furnishes the conclusion when he
Says*
4:
And yet no culture can live vitally without a

central core of emotionally resonant loyalties wide-

ly shared by the mass of people
. American
culture, if it is to be creative in the personalities
of those who live it, needs to discover and

to

build prominently into its structure a core of richly

evocative common purposes which have meaning in
terms of the deep personality needs of the great mass
of the people.

Can Democracy or Science fill such a need? It is folly
to think so.
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I suspect that the humblest serf, for all his limited
perspective, was as happy in his narrow, orderly existence as the embittered, dissatisfied factory worker of

today. ‘The particular political system under which he
lived—he took for granted, it was a part of his life. If
by chance he stumbled across a puzzling question, the
neighboring priest gently relieved him. He found in the

wisdom of the Church a sufficient guide to the perplexities of life. These people knew where they were
going, they knew what they wanted. In fine, they
possessed a working philosophy.
‘Today comparatively few people have a clear idea
just what the purpose of their life is or should be. If
you doubt this read the collection of beliefs of the
prominent thinkers of our time in “Living Philoso-

phies”.*5 It is a sad testament of pessimism, futility,
and despair. There seems to be an ever decreasing
number of fundamental, underlying assumptions upon
which the world is agreed.
Modern man sees strife all about him—there is lack-

ing that quality of absolute sureness with which civilization cannot dispense if it is to function smoothly.
Contemporary art, literature, music and drama mirror
this uncertainty. Apparently we have yet to learn the
lesson that technological progress is not synonymous
with cultural advancement.
With no established institutions to fall back upon,

the strong man turns inward and adopts an_individualistic, opportunistic philosophy, while the weak
follow the personality of the stronger—witness Ger-

many and Italy with their adulation of Hitler and
Mussolini.
*3 “Preface to Morals.”
*4 “Knowledge for What,’’ Robert S. Lynd, 1939.

*5 “Living Philosophies,” by 22 leading authors, 1931.

It is much like an individual who has been playing

one of them is accepted unanimously by all. Lack of

a game of cards according to a certain set rule all his
life and suddenly finds himself in a game in which all

confidence has become so general that the most radical
innovations seem to offer no more risks than the every-

the old rules have been thrown out and each participant is now playing according to new “scientific” rules
—for hi-stakes.

day uncertainties of life. The growth of economics
with its doctrines of equality has only served to

Our analysis of this state of affairs would not be
complete without examining into the origins of this
tragedy—what has brought about this condition? Is it

introduce us to a condition wherein the lower a
man’s economic state, the greater his sense of injustice

at those who have achieved a higher position. In many

assumed—to be no more questioned than the pattern

countries Science and Industry are employed more to
advance military might than to benefit the citizenry.
The effect of sociology, eugenics, biology, zoology, etc.,
on the masses, has been to leave a veneer of knowledge
and a very real suspicion or downright disavowal of our

of a kaleidscope? I think not.

moral order.

merely an event in the passage of history—a formation

which the various factors influencing history have

This change has been brought about by science in
general, the growth of education, modern industry,
improved methods of transportation and communication, etc., in fact, all that our modern world means to

And yet if there ever was a time when men needed
a sustaining way of life it is now—men feel as lost in an
environment of suddenly acquired power and aweinspiring technological development as they do in a

us. Many of these developments are undoubtedly ex-

forest of trees. Bertrand Russell, in his recently pub-

cellent in themselves, but when conferred without

lished social analysis, “Power,” brings this out when

qualification upon the mob, act as a double-edged
sword.

he says: “Mechanical power, I am convinced, tends to
generate a new mentality . . . The man who has vast
mechanical power at his command is likely, if uncon-

They impart to the man-in-the-street a breadth of

vision which permits him to criticize and compare his
standards, producing dissatisfaction. Lacking proper
perspective his enthusiasm turns to eradicating newly

discovered imperfections in the old order; after throwing out the baby with the bath, he proclaims himself

emancipated. Modern education has made a fetish
of spreading knowledge for knowledge’s sake, completely bereft of any purposive moulding of character.
How can it be said that such a course, serving merely
to introduce a gullible public to a welter of conflicting
political and economic systems, lends toa settled state
of affairs? When certain scientists expose and ridicule
the humble origins of certain of our mores, when

certain sociologists seem to take a delight in proclaiming that man is responsible to no one, and when
biologists, by an illegitimate extension of their field,

attempt to destroy morality, it is small wonder that
confusion reigns and nothing seems sure.
What we need today is not of a material nature: it
is Faith—that accepts basic standards upon which

the world can operate.

trolled, to feel himself a God—not a Christian God

of Love, but a pagan Thor or Vulcan.”
Where then is our civilization headed? Men cannot
go on groping in the dark forever—a sustaining way
of life has to be found, a pole star discovered. Science
alone cannot furnish this guiding light. Dewey notwithstanding. Men desire a significance to their lives
beyond the pale of research and technology. Material-

ists contend that science is able to furnish a basis for
morality—but how can they assume this when their
own admission, the discovery of such an order is yet
in the future? How can they be sure that the outcome
of their research will not lead them to a conclu-

sion which is the negation of all present forms.
Are they even entitled to assume that the meaning
of Life can be read out of test tubes, probability curves
and the like? A neo-ethics which maintains that men

are primarily animals and as such should act appropriately is scant aid to a world throwing itself at any
new symbol of authority.
It seems to me that only two real paths are open:

Political science has delivered us from autocracy only

first, a return to religion, or second, an allegiance to a
comprehensive, enveloping nationalism, such as is

to lead us to a sort of civilized anarchy where every

represented by Germany and Russia today. Of these

crack-pot with a loud voice and a tough hide has the
privilege of espousing some new panacea. We have

it has the advantage of establishment and compre-

been presented with alternatives, ad nauseam, in every

hensive character; it can evoke far stronger emotions

field of our activities, but paradoxically the profusion of
our choice is but a measure of our confusion. The mere

and restraints than any concept of state or race. Men
still look to Heaven in time of joy and sorrow and find

presence of alternatives guarantees us nothing unless

in religion an outlet for their aspirations and pleas.

two alternatives, that of religion is much the simpler;
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Nationalism, however, is making steady progress. It
must be recognized that merely because many of its
tenets appear and are ridiculous, this fact does not
invalidate it as an effective doctrinology. It is not truth
but what men regard as truth that rules their lives.

a chance to prove itself before its birth-struggle punctures this bubble of culture and spills us all back in the
Middle Ages.

Happiness is not postulated upon verity. The advent

us, it leaves us with a sense of helplessness—realizing
that life will move on irregardless of our personal beliefs

Whatever we think, and however, this scene affects

of nationalism, will of course, be marked by armed

hostilities upon a giant scale, perhaps of such magni-

or actions. In the meantime our civilization drifts on,

tude and destruction that the new era will not have

but drifts on to where? Time alone will tell.

STORM

.

Slow,
Oh, slow,

The swirling snow
Tn lazy, gloomy flight

Descends in dizzy streams of white.
Then, faster, faster, like the stars of night,

In sparkling meteor streaks, it pours o’er blackened
ECCS”

Now bushes bloom with snowy flowers, strewn by
every breeze.
The fields are seas

Of white;
The trees all glisten bright;
‘The storm is through.
Oh, no! The snow begins to fall anew.
All the grey-tinted birds of the wintery sky to
the earth gaily fly.
In a silvery shower they glide from on high, and with
snowy wings vie
With each other to feather the fields, and they try not
in vain, for all things beautify!
—FRancis GrisEz.
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Unseen Chum
@ By JEANNE McLaucHLin

You know, it’s the strangest thing about this
Jeanne person but whatever and whenever
she writes, she hates it! Honestly, if we

didn’t watch her closely and practically purloin the manuscript as it nears completion,

the American public might never read her
literary output, for she is overly-critical of
all her pen-products. But we did manage to
save this from the fire of her ire and it was
well worth the struggle . . . mighty good,
mighty good indeed is the incident of the
unseen chum.

What with seasickness, worrying about what lay
ahead in Panama, and homesickness for the States I

had forgotten all about my friend of the dock by the
time we reached Panama, but it wasn’t long till I was
reminded of him. The morning after we arrived there
was a letter from ‘Tom waiting at the desk in the lobby
of the hotel where we were staying. That letter was

the beginning of a correspondence that lasted three
years and became the basis for a friendship, which,

though it was blind, was nevertheless sincere. We confided to each other our troubles, ideals, hopes, sorrows

| T all began while I was standing on the deck of the
steamer at New Orleans before we shoved off for
Panama. You see, my father was going there on business, and since he was to stay for several years the

and joys far more frankly than we would have done
had we been speaking face to face. I realized quite early
that Tom was a very fine person, and as I came to

whole family was moving. There we were, all five of

know him better through his letters this conviction

us in a row, hanging over the rail, waving goodbye,
throwing streamers, and trying to shout to people we
knew on the dock. We could hear almost nothing, but

grew, and I found myself wishing more than once that
T could meet him in person.

it didn’t matter, for they probably couldn’t hear what

At the end of three years—that was a week ago—I

we said, either. After about ten minutes of this sort of

left Panama to come to the States for a visit. I had

thing I was beginning to wish they’d pull up the gangplank and move, when I noticed that the other ends of
almost all the streamers I was holding were in the hands
of one of those people you read about. He was tall,
dark, and, though he might not have been handsome,
from where I was he lookeda bit of all right. He was
looking my way, and when he realized that I saw him,
he shouted something to me. Of course | didn’t hear

written Tom when I was coming, and he had answered
that he would meet me at the dock. The zero hour
was yesterday morning when I walked down the gangplank in New Orleans and looked around for Tom.
In fact I not only looked—I searched and even oggled,
but there was no Tom. I was beginning to think that he
was not a man of his word, when it broke on me that

what he said at first, but with some perseverance, and

it had been three years since we had had that first confused and distant sight of each other, so naturally we

the use of sign language and intuition we carried on a

could not recognize one another. I went to my hotel

conversation. He found out where I was going and

with a grudge in my heart against the fate who upsets
the best laid plans of mice and men, because this

why, and I found out that he was on the dock to say
goodbye to a relative on a vacation, and that his first
name was Tom. He asked me for my address in
Panama, but it was impossible to tell him with all the

noise. I made several noble efforts and gave up. Then,

meeting with Tom had been one of the most anxiously
anticipated parts of my visit.

was a while before I understood, and it was almost too

Late yesterday afternoon, when I came in from a
little sightseeing tour of New Orleans’ downtown, there
was a message at the desk from Tom with a telephone
number anda plea that I call him. It seems that he

late. I scribbled my name and that of a Panama hotel

was at the pier, too, and that on not finding me he

on a slip of paper and slid it toward him along one of
the streamers we both held, but the boat was moving
and I had to let go the streamers. The last I saw of
Tom, he was waving that very slip above his head—he

came to the same conclusion that I had. He had called
—he said— every hotel in town before he located the
one where I was registered. Then he wanted to know
if I would meet him that evening and have dinner

had fished it out of the water.

with him. I said yes, and we planned to meet in the

as the crew was preparing to pull in the gangplank, an
idea hit him and he began to gesticulate excitedly. It
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lobby of my hotel. I was to wear a black hat, and he
was to have aslight coughing fit at six-thirty, our

till late. Tom fulfilled all my highest expectations of

meeting time.

him: he was nicer, more interesting, more likable, and

When I walked into the lobby last evening, I saw

two other girls there, both wearing black hats; and
there were seven men, two of whom had a spasm of
coughing at six-thirty. I sized them all up, and de
cided to approach the one I hoped would be Tom.
No sooner had I started toward him than he smiled
a little uncertainly and came toward me. We both
asked in the same breath, “Are you—?”, and laughed
with relief that we had not made a mistake.
It was a little awkward at first to talk to this man
whom I knew, yet whose face was completely strange
to me; but after a little while we felt like old friends.

We had dinner at the hotel, and danced and talked

even better looking than I had anticipated (which is
saying a great deal). By the time we said goodnight we
were not mere acquaintances, but friends with a
genuine fondness for each other.
I have postponed for a day my plans to go on from
New Orleans, so that I can see Tom again this evening.

He has asked me to stay at his home for a few days
when I pass through New Orleans next month on my
way home to Panama, and he wants me to meet his

mother this evening so that she can second his invitation. I have a feeling that I will be able to think of
nothing but Tom all today and for the rest of my
visit here in the States . . . and after that, too...

LIGHT IN DARKNESS
As rain makes windows brighten, and o’er each sill
Pours liquid gems, my soul when all the sky

Is dark, begins with light to flood, and shy
At first, my jeweled thoughts pour forth. How still

Do hang the silver drapes of rain! Until
These curtains part I rest, but then I sigh.
Protecting walls are gone; my thoughts then die.
The world beams bright; my darkened soul grows chill.

On rainy days my Friend seems close; a hall
Of shadows brings Him near. Yet, I should need

No somber screen of rain; my body forms
A shelter for my soul; behind this wall
My love can burn as jewels. No more I plead

For rain; my soul can rest in sun or storms.
—FRancis GrisEz.
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Cultural Relations Between The
United States and Pan-America
© By Surrey WuRSTNER

of a uniform “American culture” including all the countries from the Canadian border to Cape Horn is not

our problem. We are concerned with the fact that
there is a definite cultural relation existing and developing between the United States and the Pan-American
countries. The United States has conquered the countries economically, has influenced them politically, and
is not intent on warring upon them culturally.
At times we wonder if college students are
sufficiently aware of the fact that history is
in the making right now. And what should
concern us first is the relation between the
countries in the Western Hemisphere. Read
this article and learn what one of the U. D.
students presents for your consideration.
Becavse of the similarity of content between
America and Europe culturally, economically,
and socially, the foreign relations of the United States
are more closely orientated, not toward the rest of the
Americas, but to the Old World. In fact it cannot be

denied that previous to ten or twelve years ago we had
been indifferent to the Americas and often ruthless in
pursuing our interests in them. In so doing, we have
sowed a large crop of distrust and dislike. But the
past decade or so has seen great changes particularly

among the masses of the Pan-Ametican countries.
The United States realized that what was needed in
the development of better understanding with our

neighbors was not primarily increased economic relations, but wider and deeper cultural relations. They
also realized that the more students and teachers from
Pan-American countries studied and taught in our institutions of education, and the more they became
familiar with the great strides we have made in music,
literature, and art, and the cultural aspects of life generally, the more they will remove the misconception
existing among many that our civilization is but a

The battle is being fought on many fronts with many
weapons. Its outcome is as important to the United
States as any war this country has ever entered. Yet
even while the fighting is most furious we are gaining
greater trust and respect from the South Americas. ‘This
paradox is possible because the conquest is a bloodless
one, for the United States is working through channels
of diplomacy, trade, and culture.
Radio is playing a major role ia unifying cultural

relations between Latin America and our own country.
All radio systems are steadily devoting more and more
hours on the air to programs primarily designed for

Latin American audiences.
The Government took a forward step in promoting

inter-American friendship through radio by sponsoring,
through the office of education, some twenty-six programs to educate the people of the United States in

the history and culture of the Southern Peoples. In
the first four and one-half months of 1938, the Columbia Broadcasting System presented seventy-one hours
of programs in Spanish, and Portuguese. Today C.B.S.
broadcasts ninety-five programs a week to South
America.
The World Wide Broadcasting Corporation, part of

whose radio work is subsidized by the Rockefeller
Foundation, is developing a series of programs that
will present an excellent and scholarly survey of cultural
activity in the United States and Pan-America.
American motion picture companies are only onehalf jump behind the radio systems in the scurry south-

brutal materialism devoid of the finer elements of life.

ward. Embargoes, censorships and wars have caused a

Steps were taken so that the intellectual and cultural
life of the United States might more and more per-

collapse in Hollywood’s foreign market and the movie
producers have been quick to realize that an answer to
their problem lies in their own back yard.

meate the countries of the South; as also were channels

opened so that the culture of these southern Americas
might filter into the Northern Hemisphere.

especially produced for Latin-American consumption.

Whether the underlying philosophy is the emergence

The actors are Spanish, the stories are written for South

R.K.O., Paramount, and Fox are all making pictures
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American taste, and every detail is geared to please our
neighbors to the South.
Neither the government nor private institutions have
neglected the plan of intellectual cooperation in this

books are being translated into Portuguese and Spanish,

and are being made more available in the Latin
American countries.

Another significant movement in cultural develop-

concerted appeal for trust and understanding from the

ment is art. Since 1930, artists, specializing in native

other Americas. The State Department has established

Mexican scenes and murals, have flowered in the

an organization for cultural relations and intellectual
cooperation among the countries. Under its supervision there is annually an exchange of forty students
and twenty professors between the twenty-one Latin
American countries. Already there are over a thousand
Latin American students in United States universities.

United States as never before in its history. Middle
America is a firm creative culture base and has set the
pace for a new American art. Mexican arts and crafts
have penetrated nearly every corner of our country.
We find Mexican pottery in our indoor and outdoor
gardens, Mexican designs used in dress materials and
Mexican ware on the luncheon table. There are frequent interchanges of art exhibitions among the leading cities of the Americas.

Wealthy foundations are hard at work on the cultural and intellectual ties between the Americas. The
Rockefeller Foundation is bringing students from South
America and training them in teaching, engineering,
medical and many other professional fields.
The Guggenheim Foundation is increasing its fellowship appropriation for Pan-American students. Carnegie is enlarging its program of book distribution
among the Americas. The United States universities
have more than doubled the number of courses on
Latin American life in the past three years.
In reciprocation of our friendly gesture in the educa-

tional field, elementary and secondary schools of Latin
America have adopted the friendly habit of naming

institutions after the North American nation.
An exchange of postal cards, correspondence and
picture albums by elementary and secondary school
children has added much to bringa closer, more mutual

understanding between the Americas. Some day there
will be a genuine inter-American university. To this
university will come post-graduate students from both
North and South America. This university, if inspired
by the right president and professors, can serve as the

In many parts of South America, the Monroe Doctrine was interpreted as meaning that the United States
was assuming an attitude of superiority and a right to
exercise some kind of protectorate over the countries
to whose territory that doctrine applied.
Something had to be done, a new attitude had to

be developed between the nations. Steps had to be
taken to conduct its relations on a different plane.
The first movement toward better understanding
between Pan-America and the United States was a
conference held in 1889. There was little of the cultural approach, for the conference confined itself to

consideration of commercial problems, but there was
the cultural foundation of friendliness and good will
present.

The result of the Conference of 1889 was the establishment of the International Bureau of American Re-

publics at Washington. This Bureau was later changed
to the Pan-American Union. Its function was to collect

and publish information concerning the products, com-

cradle of the soul of the Pan-America that is to be.

merce, laws, and other aspects of the civilization of the

Travel between the Americas is encouraged, and a
special half rate fare has been approved for teachers
and students.

ence eight more have been held wherein cultural as
well as social and economic ties have been straightened
between the nations.

A great Pan-American highway stretching eleven

hundred miles through jungles and deserts, across wide
deep rivers, and over the Andes Mountains, from the

‘Texas border to Buenos Aires is being visualized. What
such a highway would mean to the Americas is incal-

culable. It would be a great artery along which the life
of the Americas would flow and mingle.

different American countries. Since this first confer-

An outgrowth of the Pan-American Union is the
observance of Pan-America Day. On this day, flags of
all the American Republics are flown on public build-

ings, schools, and business houses with the purpose of
bringing the spreading movement right before the
public’s eye.

And so we see the many aspects of cultural relations

Magazines are all climbing aboard the Southern-

being developed among the many American nations.

bound band wagon. Dozens of them are publishing

With all these movements underway there cannot but

trends in Pan-America. “Fortune” has been devoting
one major article in each issue to a detailed analysis
of each of the South American countries. American

can culture as closely integrated as the North AmericanEuropean relations have been in the past centuries.
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be, in the very near future, a North and South Ameri-

Drummajoring
© By Bos Dawson
If there is anyone in the old home town

who knows what this baton-twirling is all
about, that person is the author of this
entertaining and informative article. As head
drum-major of U. D. and winner of quite a
tew titles, nimble-fingered and loose-jointed
Bob has thrilled thousands with the wizardry

of his art. And now he tells all for the first
time!

()ver the past few years here at school, a good
many of the students have asked me just what
the training of a drum-major includes and what they
could do toward becoming a baton-twirler. In the hope
that they are still interested and have been joined by
new enthusiasts, this article, answering those questions

and throwing a few side-lights on the not-so-ancient
but definitely honorable profession of drum-majoring,
has been written.
The prime requisite to be sought for in the beginner

is that of self-confidence; without belief in your own
ability and a will to improve, your future in batontwirling would be indeed black. No matter how many
mistakes you make at first, remember that improvement will come—if you work! And never become impatient and try to rush the mastering of each twirl or
trick. The old saying about Rome not being built during the noon-hour holds true in drum-majoring just

include strutting and (later) “throwing the goal-post.”
‘The point to remember about strutting is that it isn’t

how high the strut is but how graceful, that really
counts. One doesn’t have to bend back so far that he
looks like a contortionist; he need only have a graceful

arch in his back and remember to keep the head
pointed a little higher than normal. The toes are
always pointed downward in the strut, which in reality

is merely an exaggerated walk. A drum major with a
graceful strut will generally “make a hit” with any
crowd.

In throwing the baton over the goal-post, that is,
over the vertical bar, the major releases it when he is
one yard away from the posts and keeps right on walking, timing the movement of his body with the arch
of the baton’s flight. If he judges correctly, he will walk

to the exact spot where the baton is falling and catch
it before it can reach the ground. This is one trick
that is demanded of every drum-major and should be

executed when the band is entering and leaving the
field. An interesting point to remember is that the
easier and simpler the twirl looks, the harder it probably is to do.

as much, if not more, than it does in any other busi-

The best way to get on top in the twirling game is

ness. And it really is a business—big business too, as is

to enter contests, local, state and finally national.
Should recognition come your way eventually, you may _
earn a scholarship or a movie contract and the chance
really to capitalize on what may have started as a hobby.
Although it has been shown that boys make the best
drum-majors, of late, the game has been invaded by

shown by its tremendous growth over the past few
seasons (in this part of the State alone, it has increased
by sixty per cent) so, if you persevere the chances for a
profitable career are excellent.
The tools of the trade are hollow metal tubes, twentyeight inches in length and ranging in weight from
eighteen to twenty-six ounces. On one end of this shaft
is a hard, white-rubber ball, arranged so that a small

light, battery-operated, may be substituted. Once you
have the baton in your hand, all you have to do is twirl
it. The most important parts of the drum-major’s body
are, figuratively speaking, his hands, for it is fingerwork that makes the “little stick go round and ’round.”

Now it is hardly feasible to try to explain here the
individual tricks that the twirler must learn, for actual

an increasing number of girls, who have added a great
deal of color and a more-universal appeal to batontwirling. Just last year, a girl won the district title here

in Ohio and because of this she has won a scholarship
to Miami where she is now “twirling a mean baton.”
Right here in Dayton, a drum-major’s organization has

been formed under the name of the “All-Star Twirlers
Club” and each year it holds a contest to determine
the best majors and majorettes in the city and the

Valley. There are only three such clubs in America so

acquire this knowledge.

you can see that baton-twirling is still a very new profession. With an unparalleled interest in dum-majoring
sweeping the country and the dash of showmanship

Assuming that the student has been able to master
at least a few twirls, the next step in his training would

a baton seems to be here to stay!

practice, with a baton in hand, is the best way to

which it adds to any athletic event, the art of twirling
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Keep Hold Of The Truth!
Around about now, when we’ve made a whole new

set of resolutions and have pretty well straightened
out the jagged edges of our character... on paper...
all that remains to be done is to forget the resolutions
and get back to normalcy. What do you say! Let’s burn
the paper and break the pen and stop this “hot-air”
morality. Instead of trying to change the little defects,
let us get together on the straight road . . . the nght
road.
But wait a minute! This isn’t a sermon that is trying
to cram some “hide-bound” severely-strict ideas of mine
down your throat. It is just a sort of public “bullsession” for the readers and I am sticking to my opinion

that all these moral-renovations for the first fifteen
days of the New Year are so much nothing. But instead
of just moaning about the deplorable state of affairs,

I would like to offer a constructive program that might
help us all . . . without a single exception.
Well, let’s pretend. You are a business man... a
teacher . . . a student . . . a doctor, lawyer, thief or

chief. And you have trouble. Everything that you do
seems to get you into a worse mix-up. All year you’ve
worked and worried until the old head is about to
explode and now you look around, expecting the world
to be a changed and beautiful place just because of
your effort, but instead things seem to be worse. So,

comes discouragement and bitterness. And when you
think back a bit, you begin to see that every year it
has been the same old story .. . a lot of work and no

results. Anyway it seems that way.
Still, it doesn’t have to look like that . . . black and

dismal, I mean . . . ; there are some people, quite a
few of them, too, who can see a picture of life that

leaves them smiling and happy inside. And there isn’t
any real big difference between their life and your
life. It might look to you, or to the public eye, as
though everything is in their favor and nothing in
yours. It might seem as if they are so much better

supplied with the things making for happiness than
you are that they just can’t help being contented. But,
deep inside of you, you know that their troubles are
just as great as yours and their triumphs just as small

. . . In comparison. And yet, they are happy and you
are not. They enjoy living and you do not. Why?
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Now don’t expect me to give a bewildering philo-

sophical explanation for it all. Just listen to a few “one
cent” words and see if you won’t agree when I say that
the whole problem can be straightened out if we just
keep hold of the truth. If we remember “why” we are

alive, “where” we are going, “what” we are doing and
“who” we are, then the clouds just roll away and
everything is as clear and shining as the bluest sky.
Some where it was that some one wrote . . . “and the
truth will set you free.” The truth will set you free
from worry and discouragement and desperation and
bitterness.
Since this is not an attempt to start a confusing
discussion of terms and definitions, I will not bother

with what the advanced philosophers would call a
careful consideration of the question, “What is truth?”

And though they, the “learned” may brand such an
omission a capital crime, I still insist that what you,

the people, need is not the trickery of terms but the
actuality of things. And the actuality is that the truth
cannot be bottled up in a “two by four” term and
passed around for everyone to sample. It lies in the
hearts of each of us for each of us to discover. But

before it can be found, a few small points need to be
cleared up.

If you “have been working your head off” only for
the money that usually comes with work, if you have
been living only for the pleasure that life can give, if
you have forgotten that there is something finer than
the clay in our bodies and something greater than
material progress, then you have lost sight of “why” we

are alive. If you call financial, physical, mental or social

advancement really important, then you have for-

gotten “where” we are going. If those who have won

success at the expense of justice are heroes in your eyes,
then you can’t recognize “who” we are. But if you
virtue “old stuff’ and morality an “idealistic dream,”
then you can’t recognize “who” we are. But if you
believe in honesty and justice and morality and the
eternal triumph of right, you will be able to see the
pathway and to follow the road right on through life,

over the “little” troubles that come along, through the

minor worries that step out from the shadow.

When we can look beyond the tiny corner of the
universe where God set us down and see the whole

picture as He created it, when we can live with our

eyes open to the everlasting beauty and grandeur of

ment of mankind? Could anyone read “Fairy Tales”

even the tiniest creature, when we can wonder, as Walt

by Grimm . . . Grimm, who will live as long as dreams
are dreamed . . . and still say that his countrymen are
all malicious fools?

Whitman did, at “the mystery in a hair on the back of
his hand,” when we can tingle through every waking
moment at the thought of the tremendous, sweeping

glory of Space, our troubled seas will be calmed and
our unhappiness forgotten.

The immortal Strauss family, Doctor Koch, who
first isolated the tuberculosis germ and thereby advanced bacteriology by centuries, Brahms, Bach, Gluck,

Just stand back a bit and look at your life. Whether
it is in the market place, the professional world, the
academy or the “school of hard-knocks,” as a laborer’s

Hegel, Kant, Schiller and Schopenhauer .. . all these
will be remembered as Germanic. And we can’t forget

life is inaptly but so often described, your life is just
a part of the whole. The world doesn’t revolve
around any of us .. . though we may be “big-time” to
ourselves or to someone else or to everyone else, we
must remember that people such as Bonaparte, Caesar,

have beena great deal poorer. Down through the ages,
the German people have written, in the pages of history, stories that are memorials to all that is fine and
good in man. Had some of these not been written, we
would be living undera vastly different and less-desir-

and Charlemagne were just as great . . . but where are
they? Remembering this, we can’t help but be humble
and walk softly in the presence of Someone bigger

able economic system than we are today.

than an earthly ruler.
But perhaps you think that I am getting too far away
from the actualities when I speak of God! If you do and

if you can honestly say that God has no part in our
everyday life, then your path to truth must be widely
divergent from mine. Sincerely, I hope that we all
admit God and Eternity.
So, forgetting the small differences that arise from
time to time and avoiding the “greed for gold” that

places the material over all else, we can be happy and
can be free if we but know the truth . . . the truth that
lies in justice, morality and the eternal triumph of
right . . . the truth that lies in God.

And Whom Would We Fight?
Well suppose we did go to war against Germany?
I say Germany because that seems to be the only

country in Europe that the great mass of American
citizens considers worthy of our animosity. Seldom, if
ever, is mention made in the nation’s newspapers of
the possibility of our locking horns with Great Britain
or France . . . always it is the “big bad wolf” Germany
and the naughty, naughty Nazis that are responsible
for everything from radio static to sudden drops in the
temperature. In fact so much propaganda adverse to
the Reich has been poured into us that whenever we
think of a German, we shudder to realize that such a

horrible, unnatural thing could be allowed to live. And
then we say . . . Kill! Kill! They can’t be human!” Still,
not so long ago...

the Bavarian Mozart, without whom the world would

But now, things are different . . . or so say the outspoken of Hitler’s regime. Now, everything is turned
topsy-turvy in “the third Reich” and where once ruled
virtue now reigns vice . . . so say some. In less than a
decade, the entire national character of 80 million people

has taken a complete about-face and in the year of our
Lord, 1940, Germany is a dank and dismal melting pot
of all that is wrong . . . according to the “jingoists.” So
we should start to kill! And then, by some mystical

sign, our slaughtering would restore the right.

There is just a small detail that the militaristic warmongers overlook and that detail lies in the not yet

dusty historical records of the decade before last . . .

the period just after the World War, when our “brilliant” collaborating with the victors resulted in “restoring the right” to the chaos that was Germany. Just
how much good our meddling did then can be measured by the condition that that country is in today.
Will we allow the intolerant hate of our generation’s
“Jingoists” to push us into a second monumental error?

From Here On In!
Once upon a time, there was a little man who lived

on a tiny spot of dust that kept whirling around and
around all the time. And the man was a very industrious person who worked and worked and worked . . .
because he knew if he stopped laboring, the spot of
dust wouldn’t spin anymore and if it did that, he
would fall off and then everything would be ruined! So
the years rolled on and he kept working and whirling
. . and sometimes wondering.
Well, one day, he stubbed his toe and, for a minute,

There lived in the “awful, awful land of Germany,”

he stopped working to cry out in pain . . . he stopped
working and looked up. And he saw the sun rising and

great and good men who during their lives contributed
as much to the world’s advancement as did anyone
anywhere. And after their deaths, their names were
inscribed in the timeless marble of Man’s tradition.

and the tinkling brook . . . a child laughing. Then, he
knew that there were other people, just like him, all

the sun setting, and the flowers, the trees, the forest

around and he knew that they were helping to keep

Men such as Wagner, Beethoven, Goethe, Albrecht

the speck of dust spinning, too. So the little man

Durer, Kepler, Bunsen, Hertz, Hans Holbein—were
Germans. Can anyone even dare to hint that they
deserve hate, when their lives were given to the better-

didn’t worry anymore and, as he said, just the other
day, “It’s a relief to know that the world is old enough

to take care of itself!”
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WOMEN’S EDITOR . .

. Martha Rose Manny

NOT JUST FOR JANUARY
January, the beginning of a new year, is known in

business circles as the month for taking inventory. Perhaps we should apply this to ourselves, take stock of
ourselves to see what we can do in this coming year

to improve ourselves socially, physically, and intellectually.

After taking inventory of our faults and our good

HAPPY ENDING
In the last issue of the Exponent, the statement

about the girls being morons was retracted . . . we
thank you . . . we’re so glad the affair has been settled
out of court, for we intended to sue for libel, or what-

ever it is one does . . . Exhibit A in our defense was
to be a poem by one of the co-eds . . . in fact, we like
it so much we think we'll publish it anyway.
But first! With the new year, Mr. Sharpe, let’s de-

clare a truce. We won’t throw sticks and stones if you
won't call us names. However, if the girls should ever
leave us to struggle on alone here, I’m afraid we will
be the next to point the accusing finger and call them

heartless wenches. You see, we need them for, frankly,
“the ole gray matter, she ain’t what she usta be”! And
now, the poem . . By Nancy Brirron
REPRIMAND
Silence, fool!
To speak were desecration.
Words are man-tools

Betraying his station.

it!—to better ourselves in every way, every day. In other
words, let’s try to curb that failing so often attributed
to those of the weaker sex, cattiness, so that next year
men will be unable to point an accusing finger in our

direction. Let’s try to be as unselfish as we can this
coming year and bringa little happiness into others’
lives by sacrificing some of our own pleasures if need
be. Let’s analyze ourselves, be as critical of ourselves as
we would be if asked to analyze others, and then after

finding the facts, let’s do something about them!

Once we apply Socrates’s adage, “Know Thyself,” we
will be that much better prepared to cope with whatever the new year, 1940, holds in store for us.
—MiriaMm Losu

¥%

RING OUT THE OLD re

Our custom of ringing bells on New Year’s Eve had
its beginning in England long ago. It was the common

practice to ring muffled bells just before midnight and

God speaks in sunsets,
Wind-born symphonies.
Man must be silent,
Beholding these.

at 12 o'clock to remove the wrappings and permit the
bells to ring out loudly. This was a symbol that the old

year was weak and feeble and the new, powerful and
—M. R. M.
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points—if any—we should make a resolution—and keep

strong.

—M. R. M.

of turbans, berets, and sport felts, she at last finds HER
hat. It is a midnight blue felt, just the shade of her

blouse, and being quite high, is very flattering to her
face. ‘Trimmed beautifully with an illusion veil and a

puff of tiny feathers, it is a dream come true.

The weary saleslady hurriedly boxes the purchase and

MILADY BUYS A HAT

the young lady sallies forth eager to parade her finery
to an admiring family. She is very happy until her kid
brother blurts out “Hey, Sis, where did you get that
modified flower pot?” This is enough to make her so
angry that she feels the need of a change—maybe she
should buy a hat . . . All right, all right, we won’t go
through that again . . . we know when to stop!
—ETHEL CocHRAN

Woman wants a hat that goes
With her dress, her shoes and hose;
One to match her eyes and hair.
Man wants just a lid to wear.
—Epcar A. GUEST

In the spring (or fall) a young maid’s fancy lightly

turns to thoughts of hats. Every damsel, whether college coed or fashionable matron, loves to buy a new

chapeau. Whether or not she needs it does not enter
her head. She may wish it to match a new gown, or it
may be only a mental tonic. Even psychiatrists have
been known to admit that the purchase of a new head
gear is equivalent to the turning of a new page in a
maiden’s life. The procedure is simple, the approach
interesting and the results delightful, even if, at times,
a little atrocious. Indeed, if one listened to the male

A MESSAGE
The memory of Madame Schumann-Heink’s singing

is cherished by many people who will never forget her
rendition of Stille Nacht. Knowing her position now

we may suppose that her gift was recognized early in

element, the latter phrase would be the only appropriate group of words to use.

life, but such was not the case, for she had to overcome
almost insurmountable obstacles. A nun in an Ursaline

When a young girl sets out to select an exclusive
little number to blend with her fall ensemble it is

ance, for which she obtained six dollars. Then she was

really a scientific expedition. The entrance into the hat
shoppe of an expensive department store must be just
so. That air of sophistication and nonchalance has to
be timed to the moment if the saleslady is to be impressed. This is necessary in order to secure the ser-

vices of the best modiste in the section. Which means
that the customer will become subjected to all manner
of bewildering creations, and the exclamations of the

bonnet-vender which are known to help the situation
immensely. The purchaser then must make the decision as to which type she desires. It is ten to one that
she'll change her mind after all is said and done, but
that is a woman’s privilege so they say, and the hatselecter is one person who uses these words literally.

Seating herself in a chrome easy chair at a modern
mirrored dressing table, she is confronted by seemingly
millions of hats, of all artistic shapes, sizes and colors.

She examines the new creations and absolute terrors of

the season’s crop. Here is a little model consisting of a

prosaic arrangement of a bunch of grapes and an ostrich

plume—it is definitely not the style she had in mind.
After a nerve-racking session of trying on all manner

Convent was the first to discover her voice, and some-

time later she was thrilled by her first public appearfavored with an audience before a great director in
Vienna, but he advised her to buy “a sewing machine
and learn to be a good dressmaker” because she could
never succeed “with such a face.”

But despite this discouraging advice and all the hard-

ships of poverty, Tini Roessler (her maiden name)

persevered and the determination to go after what she
wanted made her one of the most famous contraltos
in all the world. This ability to obtain the impossible

was evidenced in Ernestine Schumann-Heink’s early
childhood. Then, as in later life, she was often without

sufficient nourishment, and so she played hookey from

school to clean the monkey cages in a circus to get

money for food.

And today from her Golden Jubilee she said to us,
“This shall be my parting word—know what you want
to do—then do it. Make straight for your goal and go
undefeated in spirit to the end.”

—M. R. M.
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Too Many For Dinner or
It Was There But I Missed It
© By Jr Crawrorp
Dogpatch-style, the Crawford clan sat down

The stentorian voice of my uncle Jugglewit boomed

to dinner. From a battered and valiant, but

forth on the virtues of Booth, and the old school of

weakly, smiling survivor comes this “chew
by chew” account of the battle that followed.

W ELL, there they are—the great army of the
Uninvited, the Washed and the Unwashed,

swooping down upon us like a plague of locusts come
to lay waste to the family larder, united in spirit by the
express purpose of appeasing their endless and wolfish
appetites. The Relatives. Bah! The cursed stream of
cars, bulging and groaning with occupants, stops in
front of the house and spews forth a continuous bombardment of parasites.
It is a simple matter to ascertain that Emalina,
approximately a twelfth cousin, is in the cozy little
group, even before she heaves into sight. Hers is a
voice that precedes her buxom form by a good mile and
a half, and in her “captain of the guards” manner she
is calling her frightened little spouse, Herbert, to heel.

Herbert (a wizened, nondescript carbon copy of a man
who cowers down to the ears in a stiff white collar two
sizes too big for him), is harrassed constantly on one
side by Frau Emalina, and on the other by Junior, the
remainder of Emalina’s first marriage. Junior, the
prodigy (?) of the clan, has the weakness of finding
his stubby forefinger and pug nose inseparable and
boon companions. Emalina sweeps the milling pack

before her like petrels before a storm, and they swarm
over the steps and tumble in through the front door.
Friends, enemies and relatives exchange moist embraces and slurpy salutations, as if they had not seen
each other for fifteen years, though most of them had
parted only an hour before. George—the family cut-up
—is already boring those present with the same stories
he told last year and the many preceding years. He

ends all his stories with no point and a loud guffaw,
but it doesn’t make any difference. No one listens to
him anyway.
After a vain effort to make a dent in their gabble
and hiss of conversation, I slunk away in defeat, ensconced myself securely behind a newspaper and pretended, somewhat unsuccessfully, to read.
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Shakespearean actors. His ideas were akin to his appearance, moth-eaten and run-down at the heels, but in

his own mind’s eye his fat pudgy little figure was
strong and manly, and he walked in an aura of imagined
applause. His tall, boney wife sat at his side, punctuating his remarks with vicious clicks of her knitting
needles and sour grunts of “Hmph.” Around them the
conversation rose and fell. Here were three of the
younger members huddled in a group, giggling and
whispering about their latest conquests and what He
said, and how they were combing their hair like Hedy
LaMarr. There my father and a few of his more favored
relatives were deep in a discussion of ways and means
to straighten out the economic situation. Most of the
women were packed in the kitchen getting under
mother’s feet, and, judging from the look of martyred
patience, in her hair. Junior, out of range of his
mother’s eagle eye, was polishing the stairway bannister
with the seat of his Little Lord Fauntleroy suit, and
cousin Mary Jane (the dear little genius) ran madly
up and down the piano keys playing “Chopsticks” with

the loud pedal glued to the floor.
The news came that the feast was in readiness, and
it was with mutual consent that, at the stroke of two,

we made a two-yard dash at breakneck speed to the
overflowing table. Swinging one leg over the back of
the chair, I, Short-Cut Crawford, slumped ungracefully

into my seat, rolled up my sleeves, unbuckled my belt,
grabbed the implements of eating in a warlike manner
and made ready for the kill.

After the initial preparations, things happened thick
and fast. (I might state here that each member of our
family, being theatrically inclined but of dubious talent,
has spent his share of time in various boarding houses.
Further, each plies that boarding-house reach with a
finesse and dignity of perfection that could only mean
constant practice and a sublime disregard for his fellow
men.) Plates were passed around and over the table
with such lightning speed that only a magician could

have salvaged a well-balanced meal from the field of
battle. At one time I found myself holding a plate of

slaw in one hand and a dish of creamed peas in the

other. Just before I had filled my plate with the generous portions pictured in my mind, my eye fell upon
a pompous, solitary browned potato, which had some-

the worse for wear), two slices of bread and one limp
turkey neck. It took no time at all to remove this
incriminating evidence of my overwhelming gluttony.

how come through the fray unscathed, reposing upon

a plate in front of me. Relinquishing my hold on the

In a voice weakened by hunger, I humbly excused

two dishes of food, I made a frantic dive for the

myself from the festive board and left the clatter of the

potato, only to find that an earlier bird (George) had
speared the worm. In dejection, I again turned my
attention to the dishes which a moment before had

fork-and-knife symphony. Uncle Jugglewit halted the
steady stream of food from his plate to mouth long
enough to ejaculate in his best stage-whisper that he

been in my possession, but discovered they were

could not understand these jittery young folks, nor

careening madly around the table in opposite directions
and rapidly becoming depleted. I dug my heels in and
waited for the bird to come around. As it sped on its
way, my muscles grew tense while I saw it quickly
becoming dismembered—shedding a wing here, a leg
there, then the backbone, then the breastbone. Even

the browbeaten Herbert was faring better than I. Seeing

see how they could exist with such small appetites.
Well, for that matter, neither could I understand the

latter. After tightening up my belt and donning my
coat, I staggered to the nearest restaurant. It was with

my remaining ounce of strength that I pulled up to
the counter and hoarsely whispered “ . . . one steak
dinner, please...”

the yardage I was losing, with grim determination I

lunged over my opponent’s shoulder (Emalina being
the fullback at this point), got a half-Nelson on the
gobbler and yanked! In stunned amazement I gazed at
the booty which I had won at great odds—one limp
neck! Seeing my hostile intentions, my foes turned
the turkey around and started it back in the direction
whence it had come. Noting the odds were against

With a fatuous grin the waiter slapped the food
in front of me, and as an afterthought, mumbled,

“Happynooyear.”

\Nad Ly

me, I sounded retreat and withdrew from the line of

\\

fire to take inventory of what had been gained in
combat. Resting upon a shining expanse of plate were

two olives, an anemic carrot, one stalk of celery (slightly

TO AN ELM
Why standest thou unclothed on yonder hill
In naked form to feel the friendless chill

With arms outstretched, thy empty hands to hold
The sterner gifts that grip thy rooted mold?
Thy rugged bark is set with crystal gems

When Winter lends its lustrous diadems
To richly crown thy head—shed not a tear

When sadness courts the melancholy year—
For then the rain, hoar frost, high wind and snow
Become the friends that Winter bids thee know;

They strengthen thee when tests are cruel, I see!

For this thou standest firm, O Lovely Tree,
To bless the landscape when the earth is drear,

And fill the heart with hope that Spring is near.
—Munna Maria Arn.
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I Throw Down A Gauntlet
@ By CLARENCE WILKINS

From an outspoken critic of the literary lassi-

munism, Nazism, Dictatorship, Facism; every ism that

tude so prevalent today, comes this challenge
to American youth. A gauntlet he throws
down; who will accept it?

and moreover those unnamed-isms which by their very

Bevan

L. MASSE, S.J., once wrote mourn-

ful words: “It is necessary . . . to speak apolo-

getically of the American contribution to Catholic
fiction.” What a terrible, what a weighty indictment!
And yet permit me to add my own to that of this

authoritative Jesuit. Yes, permit me to throw down a
gauntlet; permit me to dare all my readers to throw

down their gauntlets with mine;—but in a common

goes counter to the letter and spirit of Christianity,
indefiniteness are possibly an even greater menace to

civilization. Some of these last are: corrupt business
practices, religious indifference, frivolity, lack of a
sense of responsibility, birth control, philanthropy instead of a just distribution of profits, etc., etc. But a

brief meditation will discover the points just mentioned
to be real evils of our age and the one following, evils
which insidiously undermine the tottering structure of

our civilization.

cause! In a common cause? no, in the proper cause;

And who, I am asked, is to do all this wonderful

in a dearly-beloved cause, in the only cause that counts

writing? Who, I ask in return, is better fitted to write

in this modern world, in our world.

thus than the student of the Catholic University? I

Permit me again to speak frankly and, as it were, out

of school, in order to show the sincerity with which I
write this. This article is just a “fill-in,” just an article
needed to fill out the pages of this issue of the EXPONENT. But when the request for the article was
made I snapped up the opportunity for articulating a

fire that burns within; I have something to say.
We must apologize for our contribution to Catholic
fiction! Must we? Indeed; for if American Catholics—
whom this University is supposed to represent—had
written as their faith dictated in conscience, America

would be Catholic; moral standards would be higher
and more single; America would not have to send a

Protestant ambassador to the Vatican State! Apropos
we have an exclamation of the militant Chesterton,

throw down a gauntlet; I am not alone in making
this challenge; and I make it with some right because
I have written as such a crusader before; I throw down

a gauntlet; who will fight along?

Someone else once felt the prick of those words
quoted at the head of this article; I can make no

better comment on the following inspired words of
Crimmins Curtin than by simply quoting them.
“WE WHO WRITE PROSE
“Fire was the Word and wings
And other rhythmic, shining things.
So Chaucer chuckled and Blake wrote, blind

With the rush and roaring of the Wind.

“Christianity! it has never been tried.” And we might
add, especially not in America.

And Irish grief was less bitter rang
If but the words of the teller sang.

In this article I am not merely going to bemoan the
negligence or indolence of the past or of the present.
That would be inexcusable passivity. I propose to offer,
indeed, to urge positive action. And not indiscriminate,
aimless action, action for action’s sake. The passionless and critical armchair “philosophers” will elevate
learned eyebrows—eyebrows experienced principally in

So our song is supple, our singing sweet... .
But drums in the earth are beginning to beat.

the art of elevation—when I announce that my proposed and long-cherished action is in itself very definite
and has a very definite goal.
The action is LITERARY, the aim is POLEMICAL

against the heresy of the age: religious antipathy.
The action I propose is literary in nature; that is,

prose and poetry of every conceivable type, in large
quantities and with wide distribution is to be thrown
against the heretics of nature itself, namely, Com-
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A time for foot and a time for wing...
And our prose has been a puling thing!
Pious magpies will weakly squeal
That our hands are muddy, our women real;
But we will sneer and laugh them away:

Heaven knew violence! Hell has its day!
And darker things will yet be seen
Before we get to Heaven’s Green.
So our snarling patience is done! is done!
And we'll curse all puritans pale in the sun,
As we draw from out this teeming mire
A subtle and unrhyming fire.”

POTPOURRI
TRIVIALITIES OF LIFE
INITIATION SEASON GETS INTO
FULL SWING
Of all college and high school trivialities, initiation
into various social and professional organizations appears to be one of the most popular. At present many
of the fraternities and sororities of the nation’s univer-

sities are ushering in their widely publicized “hell
weeks.” And it is these particular weeks that spell
misery to every pledged freshman on the campus.
Coeds as well as men are bound to suffer a number of ill
effects at the hands of their eager sorority sisters although their punishment is not as severe. But they all
must stick out their chins and “face the music” or be
branded “yellow” or unfit.
If one were to wander about certain fraternity and
sorority houses during their “hell weeks” he would be
amazed if not shocked by the sights he might see.
However, due to restrictions that have been made in

some colleges and universities in recent years it
wouldn’t be easy to catch sight of “hell week” activity
for today blinds are pulled down and the most severe
punishment is carried on in the basements of the
various organizations. Nevertheless we'll pull back the
curtains on one of last year’s typical fraternity initiations to give you a better conception of how it feels
to become a full-fledged member of a national social
organization.

When “hell week” begins freshmen sleep but little
and eat very lightly. They must learn a set of rules
and pay dearly if any should be disobeyed. All pledges
are instructed to address active members of the organization as “mister” on or off the campus and at the
same time tip their little red freshman caps. No pledge
is to converse with a coed in class or on the campus.
This rule is often broken and if the freshman is caught
breaking it he is severely swatted twenty times before
the painfully embarrassed eyes of his beloved. All

pledges must sit on but a half inch of their chairs and
eat a “square” meal to the rapid tempo beat out by the
pledge master on his table. If the poor freshman gets

out of rhythm he gets no food. Before eating anything
pledges must go through strenuous workouts—one
hundred squats with heavy weights held in each hand
This naturally all but exhausts any freshman especially

with the loss of so much sleep. Then to add to the
torment the freshman must yell for food until he is
hoarse or he gets nothing. Following their hastily eaten
supper the freshmen must all study in one room and
if one perchance falls asleep he is given twenty-five
swats.

Late at night, usually at midnight, long walks out

on a lonely country road are conducted under the
supervision of the pledge master. And finally after the
weary pledges get back, cold and hungry, they are put
through more vigorous exercises until they are almost
too sore to move. This is usually followed by a room
cleaning and floor waxing campaign which goes on
until time for seven-forty-five classes the next morning.
At times even the basements are white-washed by the
pledges. And pity the poor freshman who has to keep
awake and assimilate knowledge in a state of complete
fatigue! There have been cases where pledges have
died of exhaustion due to weak hearts. However organizations endeavor to protect themselves from any
such serious consequences by having their pledges
sign a document saying that they consent to all
initiation procedure willingly and will accept all responsibility for any misfortune which might ensue.
The organization knows, however, that if a pledge

should be injured seriously during initiation it would
be placed on the university’s black list. So they guard
against any unnecessary risks, although at times dangerous slip-ups occur.
Coeds in some schools face almost as exhausting
initiations as do the men and it is not infrequent to
learn that one has complained to the dean of women
about the severity of her initiation. A year ago for

instance, a coed complained that she was painfully
injured by a canoe paddle and wanted to sue her
sorority for damages. But no action was taken by the
college’s board of trustees and the coed simply withdrew from the college. Most sororities though make

their “hell and probation weeks” of a light sort and
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carry on the majority of activity during day time
and thus do not interfere with evening study hours

arch-enemy Sally? And look at the little flirt smirking

hesitant she is instantly paddled before the boy friend’s

back at him so sweetly! . . . Ouch! The dance is certainly getting crowded . . . People stomping on other
people’s feet and bumping them from all sides . ..
What was that? O-o-oh! It sounded just like taffeta
tearing! And it was . . . Susie’s red taffeta dream dress
. . a huge tear across the hem! What despair! Poor

embarrassed eyes.

Susie is broken-hearted. And poor Sammy? Susie won’t

Initiations are trivial to all except the poor freshman
who thinks they are mighty important when he or she
has to endure meaningless torture for an entire week.
A memorable triviality indeed!

her dress and that old Sally person.

and necessary sleep. One of the most popular stunts
is for the coed to bring in her boy friend and make
passionate love to him before the delightfully entertained eyes of the active chapter. If the girl is shy and

even speak to him any more . . . what with a tear in

—DanieEL F. Prucu.

Finally, after another torturous hour of dancing . . .
the music getting louder and hotter . . . the room
getting more crowded and stuffy . . . the dance is over.

Susie goes home weary and disheartened, scared to

death of what Mother will say about her pretty dress
being torn and—and afraid that she didn’t go over so
well with Sammy.

ON WITH THE DANCE!
The thrill, the expectancy, the ecstacy! A bid to the
big dance! But what to wear? And so Mother and her
little Susie go on a perilous shopping expedition. In

and out of every store they trudge wearily . . . Shall
the dress be blue or white, or one of those new multi-

colored creations? . . . Mother definitely doesn’t like
black on her sweet young thing, so that color is out.

It is a battle from beginning to end. . . Susie says
that one is too S. S. and G. (sweet, simple and girlish)

And so the end of a perfect evening . . . which only

goes to prove the truth of the old axiom that anticipation is always more pleasant than realization.
*

*

*

* All characters portrayed in this story are purely

fictitious and any similarity to persons living or dead
is positively coincidental.
—Acnres Drew.

and Mother says this one is too sophisticated. Finally,
with the assistance of a clever salesgirl, they find the

dress. It is a dream, of course! Susie can just see herself
as the belle of the ball.

Now the excitement has really begun! The dance
is just a week off but how can she possibly wait? And
what kind of flowers will she get? How will she have
her hair fixed? Will her shoes match her dress? These
and a thousand other little big worries are practically

THE IDEAL HIGHWAY
If one has ever ridden on Telegraph Road, the marvelous highway in Michigan, whose large expanse
stretches from Detroit to Saginaw, and viewed the
skill that has gone into its production, he cannot help
but realize that the world’s ideal highway is already a
reality.

weighing down our Susie and she certainly can’t concentrate on school work. But, as she said to me, we

have so much school and so few dances!

Telegraph Road is a masterpiece of very recent

years, and has reached a perfection which is equaled
by no other highway in America, or perhaps, in the

The night finally arrives and so do Susie and Sammy
at the dance. But Susie doesn’t look quite as happy as
we might have expected . . . Imagine! Orchids on a

world. Its eight lanes stretch before the rider in mag-

red dress! . . . Of course, Susie was quite pleased with

beautifully landscaped with evergreens and one never

the orchids but they certainly do look ghastly with

red. She perks up alittle though when she hears the

strains of dance music, snaps her fingers and_ is
“raring to go.”

Ah-h-h! Sammy is such a smooth dancer and he is
so cute, she just knows that she is the envy of all

the other girls. But does she notice him look at her
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nificent splendor and as one gazes forward it seems to
lead on into eternity. The shoulders of the road are
tires of the view. No cross roads cause obstruction, for

all trains and cars cross it either above, by means of
an overhead, or below, by means of tunnels. Cross

roads may even meet in what is termed “a circle

fashion.” No car running upon this road need stop for
any conveyance, for its eight lanes provide adequate
room for any sort of maneuvering. The road is banned
to all reckless drivers, for a highway patrol station is

placed about every five miles to guard against these.

during the reign of hir maist blissit Megeste, for ilk
yeare knowne as lepe yeare, ilk mayden ladye of bothe

Telegraph Road derives its name from its unique
telegraphic feature. On each side of the entire length,
about eighteen feet apart, are placed rods which con- tain an electric eye, by means of which the speed of

each car is constantly checked and “telegraphed” to
the nearest patrol station. Should the motorist exceed
a speed of fifty miles per hour, he is immediately challenged by the nearest patrolman.
It is wonderful to know that we are capable of
building highways which promote such explicit safety.
Surely for many years to come, Telegraph Road, in all
its splendor, will be the world’s ideal highway.

—JEANNE SHARKEY.

highe and lowe estait shall hae liberte to bespeke ye
man she likes, albeit he refuses to tik hir to be his law-

ful wyfe, he shall be mulcted in ye sum ane pundis or
less, as his estait may be.” (unquote) Translated that

means . . . When the girl asks for your hand, she
doesn’t want you to help her off the street car!
Now, of course, you noticed that tiny “loop-hole” in

the law . . . the part about the ane pundis? If we can just
find out what “ane pundis” means, then accepting the
proposal is avoidable—if desired. A much more under-

standable and modern method of saying “Uhn-Uhn!”
is offered by the 18th century English, who decreed
that he who rejects must kiss the girl and then present
a silk gown to her as consolation prize. "Tis a fine
system, no doubt, but where are we going to find 400

silk dresses?

CAREFULLY DIANNE TOOK AIM
As the lullaby of leap-year comes drifting from o’er
the snows and. all we “handsome young chappies” take
our place in the shooting galleries . . . straightening ties
enmasse . . . Clearing a million throats, it seems to your
editor that a better understanding of this inverted proposal business might do a great deal to-_soften the
sting of the arrows when they fall, as fall they must!
While the full significance of those sweetly spoken
words, “Will you (insert name) become my husband?”
sinks into the subconscious and the first cold chill

starts somewhere down around the ankles, you, Man,
fair prey for flocks of forward femininity that you are,

Ina solid little study entitled “Love, Courtship and
Matrimony,” published in London around 1606, the
research bureau stumbled into this sage bit of advice
. .. (quote) “Albeit it nowe becomes a part of the
common lawe in regard to social relations of life, that
as often as every leap yeare doth return, the ladyes have

the sole privilege during the time it continueth of making love, either by words or lookes, as to them it seem-

eth proper; . . . and moreover, no man will be entitled
to benefit of clergy who doth in any wise treat her proposal with slight or contumely.” (unquote) Now translating that is unnecessary, I imagine. You can see we

are in a deserted ship and sinking fast.

can look back to happier days with wistfully dim eyes

And just where does it get us? Well, here we are in

that mutely ask . . . “Oh, why? Oh, why must it be?”
But before the fateful query is queried, listen to these
few words of condolence.

us are friendly camps . . . the camps of many million

According to legend, which generally is more entertaining than reliable, the origin of this peculiar privi-

lege given to unattached ladies during every fourth
year is to be found in ancient Ireland. It seems, say
the mythologists, that St. Patrick granted the right of
“popping the question” to the impatient ladies of the
Lough Neagh district on the condition that they use

all due discretion and tact during the whirlwind courtship. There is little or nothing to prove that; however,
historians did find a recorded law of 1288 A.D. (some
eight hundred years after St. Patrick) in Scotland which
had this to say (quote): “It is statut and ordaint that

1940, a far cry from 425 A.D., it’s true, but all about

Diannes who loudly trumpet a leap year lullaby, shouting “Yoicks! To Horse and Away” as they flex the bow

and select the arrow. While camping, trumpeting,
shouting, flexing and selecting is quite a bit for anyone
to do simultaneously, these capable young ladies will
still find time to cast a moody eye about in search of
a suitable target. As the law would say, “Io whome it
seemeth proper, the ladyes will maik luv withe the
eyes and the words and ere December 31st rolleth
around again, will aske that lad of hir choyce to hand
over his hand.” And, don’t look just yet, but that

means YOU!
—ERNEST SHARPE.
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marines pulling out of the bay sooo feet below. I slid
forward the paralin hatch cover, raised my seat and
looked down on the calm, blue Pacific. The mainland
passed beneath and soon we were well over a maze of
rugged peaks, the base of the Sierra’s. Their nearness

FLIGHT SCHEDULE
It was just another California morning to the Navy.

Motors idling, fifteen planes of Torpedo Squadron Six
were warming up on the South runway of North Island,
San Diego. In the ready room the flight schedule read—
0815-0915 Squadron Tactics which meant an hour’s
practice of simulated carrier-deck landings, operating

area being Miramar field thirty miles up the coast.
Pilots finished cokes, grabbed flight gear from lockers
and hurried out. The funny thing about it was that

there was a civilian among them feeling very strange
and scared in helmet and goggles. It was yours truly.
Outside those fifteen motors set up an awful clamor.
The latest baby of the Navy, the Douglas TBD-1 dive
bomber was a neat bit of airplane. It was a three-place

job with wings that pneumatically folded up to give
more room aboard a carrier. Ensign Schrader was flying

brought some realization of our speed and I glanced
at the instruments. Air speed 180 knots. Well over

200 miles per hour. The terrain began to level off and
to the right was our practice field. As I watched a
squadron of pursuit ships suddenly flashed by far below
in close formation looking like a school of fish in clear
water. The ship to the left in our section suddenly
lifted higher, passed directly overhead, very close, and

dropped to the rear in a right eschelon. The squadron
commander fell off on a wing, lowered his wheels to
check his speed and circled far ahead for his practice
“carrier deck” landing on the flag marked field. The
plane landed, rolled, then took to the air again as
we followed in. Our wheels touched, the motor was
gunned, and we were off to rendezvous with the commander and resume formation. Around we went again

andI tried a landing sitting backward with the machine
gun carriage tilted back in my lap. Back to formation
and the radioman in the ship across the way seemed
to be enjoying himself swinging his gun carriage

our ship and shouting above the noise indicated that I
was to take the radio compartment. After climbing in,

around in circles. The pursuit squadron went by. This

fastening on a seat parachute and snapping over a
safety belt I found myself pretty well wedged in. A

back to the base over the mountains toward Mexico.

transmitter, receiver and a hundred and one other

gadjets were piled up in front of my knees. The seat

with machine gun ring attached could be run up and

time overhead. Forty-five minutes of this and we swung

By now the steady roar of the motor, the clattering
of the hatches, and the wind zipping through my over-

down or swung around like a barber chair. The con-

sized helmet started to get monotonous. The ground

trol tower came in through the built-in earphones but
the orders were indistinct. Blue-tailed planes down the

up and down and the formation began to looka little

line began to swing around and taxi out to the East
corner of the field. Wings started to fold strangely

down into position and lock in place. I remembered
the story of the student pilot at Pensacola who neglected that little locking phase. A wing collapsed as he

was climbing from a take-off. He took part of the control tower with him on the way down. It made a nice
fire. I wasn’t quite sure whether I wanted to play with
these boys. We were the second section and turned

looked awfully good down below. The ships pitched
ragged. ‘The shadows of our planes loomed larger as
we dropped down low over the Silver Strand. Three
girls strolling along the beach looked up and waved.
Wheels and flaps came down as the squadron passed
over the red tile roofs of the officers quarters. There
was a soft thud as we settled on the far edge of the
landing circle. The maintenance crew waved us into
the pits and switches were turned off leaving a beauti-

into the wind in a V formation. Lieutenant Strong in

ful world of quiet. With no little difficulty I dragged

the number 1 ship lifted his hand, idling engines came
to life and the three ships took off simultaneously. The
wheels on the third Douglas, just wing tips away, be-

weary bones down to the ground and took off my

gan to go up as we turned and started a long slanting

you from, Bud?” he said. “Torpedo Six,” I replied and
laughed. So did he.

climb that took us over Point Loma, back over the

helmet. As I walked toward the flight office a pilot
from another division came over, “What squadron are

island and the Silver Strand. Schrader came in on the
cockpit ‘phone and called my attention to some sub-
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—JouN ASPELL.

Book Reviews
REBECCA
By DapHne pu MAUuRIER
Doubleday, Doran and Company

This is the story of a modern Cinderella (I call her
Cinderella because, besides starting her married life

pace. “From the first sinister rumor to the last conflagration

the melodrama

is excellent.”

However,

though she writes a very thrilling melodramatic story,
the authoress keeps a genuine human touch and value
in the person and problems of the heroine. One has
to take off his hat to her for the skill and assurance

with which she sustains a highly improbable fiction.

Give Rebecca one chapter and you, as others have been,

somewhat like the Fairy Tale Namesake, she does not
disclose her name throughout the story). So Cinderella,

are caught by her charm and wiles.

Maxim de Winter at Monte Carlo. Although he is
twice her age, she conceives an adoration for him and

pute. Some would hold that the book is unethical;
others would praise it to the skies. It would seem that

“mousey haired and gauche” as she calls herself, meets

cherishes it in her heart. What is her suprise and rapture when, after two weeks, he asks her to marry him.

How wonderful to be the mistress of the great Manderley Estate which was internationally known! After

a short honeymoon they go to Manderley. For a while
our heroine is in heaven; but soon the mystery of the
sinister house seizes her and her beautiful dream

changes to a horrible nightmare. Rebecca, though
already dead for several months, still rules as mistress
of Manderley! The servants are forever comparing her,
gauche and inexperienced, to “Mrs de Winter,” dexter-

ous and skilful for any occasion. Mrs. Danvers especially, who adored Rebecca, resents the “new Mrs. de

Winters” and hates her. She hovers about her like an
evil spirit and almost drives her to suicide. But this is

not all. About Rebecca’s death there is a sinister
mystery; an idiot on the estate affirms this by short and
almost incoherent sentences. Try as one may, however,
he cannot figure it out, for the book is so skilfully

planned that no hint is given until two-thirds of it are
completed. But, when the mystery begins to evolve—
well, it’s thrilling and breath-taking! It brings to mind
the incident when “that other dependent, Jane Eyre,
found that her house too had a first wife.”
Rebecca is a book that is temptingly easy to praise
or to criticize. The style is high class, hardly ever falling

below par and often going above. At times, Miss du
Maurier rises to the poetic. She is very capable at characterization and descriptive background. The book has
a certain rhythm to it that increases at a wonderful

However, Rebecca has been the cause of much dis-

it is only the point of view that one takes. If you will
permit a personal touch, I will try to give the “unethical” view and then my own.

Why may the book be condemned? Certainly it is

wrong for a man to murder his wife, even though she
be an adultress. But the book seems to condone the
murder and give the idea to some people that the
“hero” did no wrong in shooting his harlot wife who

was making life a hell for him. Ergo, it was O.K. that

he was acquitted and the public left to think that she
committed suicide. Indeed, if one looks at the story in

this light, he is correct in affirming that it is unethical.

Now, let’s look at the book asI see it. If one reads the

last chapter carefully and then rereads the first, I think
he can find that the authoress, indeed in a very subtle

but artful way, shows that the murder, although not

legally punished, is not condoned. Why? After the last
thread of evidence that might possibly hang the murderer is skillfully cut in two does not Maxim de Winter

feel that a shadow is slowly creeping over his and his

wife’s happiness? In fact, although our heroine is
elated over the turn of things, is it not true that he
cannot even wait until morning to return to Mander-

ley? The shadow is descending. And then comes the
dramatic conflagration! Manderley, their beloved home

is destroyed . . . The first chapter also gives us an idea
of what life after that was for them—a life of acute
suffering. If we look through these spectacles, is

Rebecca unethical? What do you think?
—VircIniA EviInor SNOWDEN.
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OUR BLESSED MOTHER
Peter A. Rescu, S.M.
Bruce

correct stress on the Incarnation as conception of our
life in Christ through Mary, and on Calvary as our
parturition. Again the book is replete with a motherand-son devotedness to the Mother of God. It would
seem too, that this is just the point the author desires

To mention all the merits of Our Blessed Mother
individually would be like an attempt to describe the
beauty of a tree by pointing out the enchanting qualities of each leaf. In the field of Mariology the book has
many unique features. Though primarily intended for
the use of a much needed text in this field, the

simplicity of the author’s style and the easy sequence
of its chapters makes the book a delightful spiritual
recreation for anyone.
‘The demonstration of an abstract truth is at any time

a difficult task. Furthermore, to demonstrate a deep
truth without putting the reader to sleep is an accomplishment that many writers desire, but one that few

attain. In the second and third parts of his work, on
both of these issues Father Resch hasa perfect score.
With characteristic simplicity he elucidates the dogmatic and near-dogmatic truths concerning the Mother
of God; and charms you with them. Father Resch
clearly presents the salient points of the life of the
Blessed Mother in the first part of his text; in the
second and third respectively, the privileges of Mary .
and devotion to Her. A copious collection of artistic
illustrations depicting the mysteries of Our Mother are
psychologically arranged throughout.

to drive home, as the many stories of it and the filial
character of the devotion to Mary that he explains in
the third part of his work bear evidence.
If exception must be found with Father Peter Resch’s
work, then it must be found in the arrangement of his
chapters in part two. Divisions are, it is true, arbitrary;
but it still is a point that divisions help to consolidate.
The more recent theological expositions on Mary’s

greatness more correctly, it would seem, place the
Spiritual Motherhood of Mary along side of Her Divine

Motherhood. Following the thought suggested by the
angelic doctor, St. Thomas Aquinas, that Christ became

man in view of the redemption, so Mary became the

Mother of God in view of the redemptive role. The
two chapters should come so close upon each other,

because all of the Mother’s privileges come to Her as
Mother of God and Mother of Men. Another point in
his work that would suggest such a division of chapters
is the insistence on the filial character of our devotion
to the Mother of God.
The last criticism does not, however, mar the excel-

lent treatment of subject, and would not in any way
turn a reader away from the book, for the doctrine of a
mother-and-son relationship is alluring. You will want
to read it.

On the doctrinal point of the Spiritual Motherhood

of Mary, the Mother of all the living, the author lays

—Ricuarp O’SHAUGHNESSY.

AS
JANUARY NIGHT
O sight
Of sheer delight!
How beautiful the night!
A million stars are burning bright,

And laughing, twinkling, dancing beams of light
Disport themselves upon the counterpane of white
That covers up a sleepy world and tucks it in so tight.
—JosErH Kerr.
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